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Abstract

The surface structure and oxygen adsorption of Cu(l 11) have been studied by 2 keV
Li+, He+ and Ar+ ion scattering . Incident and azimuthal dependences were measured for
the clean and O-covered surfaces, and the surface geometry was analysed on the basis of the
shadowing features. Experimental results under different oxygen exposures at room
temperature showed that the Cu(ll l) surface undergoes a roughening transition and results
in a reconstruction where Cu atoms are vertically displaced by about 0.23 A.

Introduction

The structure of the clean and the oxygen exposed Cu surfaces have been extensively
studied'121. Recently, more attention has been paid to the Cu(l 11) surface because its oxygen
adsorption behaviour is different to that of the Cu(100) and Cu(110) surfaces, and is still
under debate'31.

Experimental

The experimental conditions essential to the present study are briefly summized as
follows: (a) the base pressure was 2 x 10"10 mbar; (b) the Cu(l 11) cleaning and O dosing were
achieved by conventional procedures; and (c) oxygen was adsorbed at room temperature and
the surface structure was checked by LEED.

Results and discussion

The azimuthal angle of the Cu(lll) surface with respect to the beam direction was
calibrated by both observing the LEED pattern position and monitoring the Cu signals
obtained at gracing incidence. The results of the azimuthal scan at gracing incidence of
a=12° for 2 keV Ar+ ions are shown in figure 1. The inset shows the top view of the
Cu(ll l) surface, which also illustrates the angular orientation used in this study. The
symmetry of the crystal structure can be obtained directly from these features, which contain
information of the surface periodicity.

The structure of the clean Cu(ll l) surface (sharp l x l LEED pattern) has been
determined using low energy Li+ ion scattering. The main experimental procedures were
to collect data by varying the incident angle a along low-index directions or by varying the
azimuthal angle <f> at fixed incident angle a. Results obtained were compared to the shape
of the calibrated shadow cone (because of the scattering angle 6 < 180°) or to calculations
based on the ZBL scattering potential.
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Fig. 1 The dependence of Cu signal on azimuthal angle.
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Fig. 2 The dependence of Cu signal on oxygen exposure.

From the incident angle dependences along the [ll2], [121] and [Oil] three main low-
index crystallographic directions(not shown), the results show that there is no reconstruction
of the top-most layer and no contraction in the first-second layer spacing within the detection
uncertainty of 0.05 A.

The oxygen adsorption measurements on Cu(ll l) were carried out with He+ ions.
The reason for using He+ instead of using Li+ is two-fold. Firstly, He+ ions have an
extremely high rate of neutralisation during scattering events, ensuring that the detected
signal mainly comes from the top-most layer; secondly, for Li+ scattering, oxygen single
scattering peaks are superimposed on a large background signal owing to multiple, inelastic
scattering of Li+ ions from the subsurface. However, care has been taken to include the
possible orientation-dependent neutralisation of He+ ions in the interpretation of the
experimental data. Typical oxygen adsorption results are shown in figure 2. In this
experiment, the scattering geometry was chosen along the [Oil] azimuth at 9 = 2 a = 9 0 ° ,
where the shadowing and/or blocking effects are minimised. As oxygen is adsorbed, the O
signal increases while the Cu signal decreases. At an exposure of 500 L, the O signal has
almost reached saturation.

In order to obtain further structural information, intensity data as a function of
incident angle a for the cleanand O-covered Cu(ll l) surfaces were collected. Typical
experimental data along the [011] azimuth are shown in figure 3. The critical angles were
16.5° and 21.5° for clean and O-covered Cu(l 11) surfaces, respectively, at 6 = 90°. Here,
the experimentally determined critical angle corresponding to 80% of maximum intensity was
used to define the position of the critical angle ac

|41. Attributing this change in critical angle
to a horizontal displacement would require a movement of near 1 A. Such a large
displacement is unlikely because the first layer is not laterally reconstructed based on our
LEED observation during O adsorption. After considered all possible explanations to the
change in critical angle, we think the most possible situation is that some of the Cu atoms
on O-covered Cu(l 11) surface were displaced vertically. Figure 4 shows the calculated
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Fig. 3. Tha Incident angle dependence of Cu signal
Intensity from clean and O-covrred Cu(111) turface*.
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Fig. 4 The relationship between critical angle and

shift distance of Cu atoms for ZBL potential.

critical angle ac of the Cu shadowing edge as a function of the vertical displacement of the
Cu atoms along the [Oil] azimuth using the ZBL potential. From the figure, we can
calculate that oxygen adsorption induced a vertical reconstruction, where the Cu atoms were
displaced by about 0.23A. This is in good agreement with the value of 0.3A obtained by
Niehus'21. Due to the complex process of oxygen adsorption on Cu(l l l ) surface, no
consensus has been reached about the surface structure induced by oxygen adsorption. A
recent study by STM showed that two new oxygen induced reconstructions of Cu(ll 1) with
unit cells being 29 and 44 times larger than the l x l surface unit cell'31.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have presented the low energy ion scattering results from clean and
oxygen covered Cu(l 11) surface. It was shown that the clean Cu(l 11) surface has a 1 x 1
surface without reconstruction. With oxygen adsorption at room temperature, the Cu atoms
on the Cu(l l l ) surface possiblly undergoes a reconstruction with a vertical 0.23 A
displacement of Cu atoms.
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